miRNA and mRNA expression profiling in rat brain following alcohol dependence and withdrawal.
Long- lasting alterations in brain gene expression in alcohol addiction have been determined although no clear mechanism has yet been elucidated. There exist many factors regulating the mechanism of gene expression. We aimed in this study to detect miRNA (microRNA) and mRNA expression profile at the specific brain regions regarding ethanol exposure and withdrawal. Rats were exposed to liquid alcohol consumption for 21 days. Oligonucleotides microarrays and bioinformatics analyses were used to identify gene expression, miRNA expression and their functions in the Prefrontal cortex, Hippocampus and Corpus striatum of wistar rats. A bioinformatics strategy with microarray analysis, quantitative real time PCR, bioinformatics and mRNA (messenger RNA) miRNA- miRNA integrative analyses revealed that expression models interact with neuroplasticity and synaptic processes. Those significantly changed after ethanol exposure and withdrawal processes included 160 mRNAs and 29 rat-miRNAs at prefrontal cortex, 142 mRNAs and 26 rat-miRNAs at hippocampus, and 143 mRNAs and 30 rat-miRNAs at corpus striatum. Gene ontology and ingenuity pathway analyses revealed that most of the altered genes were responsible for synaptic plasticity, neuron differentiation, chromatin organization and some certain important signaling pathways. In conclusion, consistent and integrated variations in miRNA expression and in their focus mRNAs in rat brain were noted after alcohol exposure and withdrawal. Besides, understanding the molecular mechanisms of alcohol abuse will no doubt guide to development of significant cure methods for addiction. We are of the opinion that our findings may shed light on classification of novel biomarkers.